welcome
to

New england
Family atmosphere by the sea – nothing could be simpler. Welcome to New England, where the first English
settlers landed in North America. Take a journey of discovery at the “Bell Rock” to the East Coast of America
in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.
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✤ 225 fully air-conditioned rooms including 29 individually
themed suites and six suites in the lighthouse
✤ Landmark 35-m lighthouse
✤ Buffet restaurant “Harborside” as well as the
à la carte restaurant “Captain’s Finest” and
the fine dining restaurant “Ammolite”
✤ “Spirit of St. Louis” bar
and “Roland’s Lodge-African Bar” & wine cellar

maritime

america

The 4-star superior themed hotel “Bell Rock”

✤ “Mayflower” pool deck with indoor and outdoor
pool, sunbathing area and pool bar
✤ Modern spa facilities with saunas, steam bath
and separate women’s section
✤ Fitness-Club with apparatus, courses and fitness coach
✤ Fully equipped conference and seminar rooms
✤ Hotel grounds with “Rhode Island Waterfire”
fountain water show
✤ Circus workshop for children
✤ Free high-speed Internet
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hotel : New england

Bell Rock
4-star superior hotel

Maritime atmosphere
+ an expedition to the eighteenth century
= the flair of New England
Come aboard, follow in the footsteps of the Pilgrim Fathers and discover the
Northeast Coast of America. The 35-m lighthouse offers a panoramic view of
the hotel complex “Bell Rock”. If you don’t happen to have a telescope with
you, you can just explore the site from below. Stroll through the elegant lobby,
sample typical New England cuisine at “Captain’s Finest” or some international
flavours at the restaurant “Harborside” and then take a dip – with your entire
family of explorers – from the “Mayflower” into the Atlantic-blue pool. Your
next seafarer experience awaits you in your room, in the form of boat shaped
bunk beds, where the young sailors can romp until the captain orders lights
out. You can enjoy a fruity cocktail at the bar, discussing maritime manoeuvres
as you savour the sense of independence and North American flair.
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To the birthplace of the USA

IN THE FOOTSTEPS
OF THE PILGRIMS
Emigrate to New England in the “Bell Rock”
The Pilgrim Fathers were the first English settlers on the Northeast
Coast of the United States. They sailed in 1620 in the Mayflower
over the Atlantic and founded a settlement at Plymouth in
present-day Massachusetts. Although the Pilgrims were not
the first settlers in what was to become the USA but they
played a major role as pioneers in American folklore.

After passing
through the
imposing columned
entrance, you will
be no less impressed
by the lobby and
reception area
with carefully chosen
wooden panelling,
large stone tiles and a
sweeping manor house
staircase leading to
your room or suite.

An exciting era and an experience you wish you could
have shared? Well, you can or at least you can follow
in the footsteps of the Pilgrim Fathers. A stay at the
“Bell Rock” is like an expedition to the Northeast
Coast of America in the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries.
Sleep like an English lord in the soft beds
of our maritime themed suites. You can
enjoy best steaks from the Midwest of the
USA, tartar Black Angus beef as well as lobster
from Maine or tuna tartar.The “Ammolite” restaurant,
the exclusive fine dining restaurant in the lighthouse,
is even more elegant. And at the “Spirit of St. Louis”
bar you can take classic afternoon tea with homemade pastries or a cool drink in the evening to the
accompaniment of live music.
The celebrations of seafarers and Pilgrims a
few centuries ago are re-enacted at the “Bell
Rock”; authentic but with a modern twist.
The birthplace of the United States – just
round the corner.
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sleep like a president
Immigration included
In which New England state do you want to sleep? Left and right of the main Boston building
are Connecticut, New Hampshire, Maine, Massachusetts, Rhode Island and Vermont with 190
fully air-conditioned rooms and 35 individually themed suites.You don’t even need a visa, so
immigration is simplicity itself.

lighthouse suites
One of the six suites in the lighthouse
is named after George Washington,
the first president of the United States.
His decisions paved the way towards
republican democracy in the USA.
Follow in his footsteps and dream big
dreams under the American flag in a
comfortable box-spring bed.
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lighthouse suites
What goes round …

There are six suites in the lighthouse, all of them round
and therefore extra special. Named after major US
statesmen like George Washington, Thomas Jefferson
or Abraham Lincoln, they offer guests a bedroom with
double bed, a children’s room with bunk bed, a small
balcony, bathroom, separate toilet, flat-screen TV,
iHome radio alarm and many presidential details.

“AHOI HEIMAT” by stefan strumbel
The “Ahoi Heimat” lighthouse suite, designed by Black
Forest artist Stefan Strumbel, is completely white and
is equipped with all modern extras.

JOHN F. KENNEDY
The split-level John F. Kennedy suite at the top of the
lighthouse has a panoramic view. Not to be outdone
in terms of comfort, it not only offers the conveniences
of the other lighthouse suites but also a sauna and
whirlpool. JFK would surely have felt at home here.

presidential suites
Duplex luxury

The large presidential suites are spread over two
floors. There are twelve of them at the “Bell Rock”,
in the Connecticut, Massachusetts and Rhode Island
buildings. A ship’s ladder connects the lower bedroom
with its box-spring double bed to the upper level.
There is also a living room area with bunk bed, two
bathrooms, two separate toilets and a mini-bar.
The dark floor panelling is reminiscent of ship’s planks.
The dominant colours are white and blue, the colour of
the ocean. The free bottle of water and fresh fruit will
help visitors find their sea legs. Ship ahoy!
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Suites

Exclusive and cosmopolitan

penthouse suites
The penthouse suites on the third floor are particularly
exclusive. The two en-suite bedrooms with double
beds and the living room with a bunk bed can comfortably accommodate six people. The wonderfully
soft box-spring beds guarantee sweet dreams. You
can also wallow in a hot bath or enjoy the freshness of
the complimentary fruit basket left in your room as a
welcoming gift.

rooms

For sailors and captains

STANDARD rooms
Off to the cabins, albeit a luxury version! Our airconditioned standard rooms have nothing in common
with the narrow crew quarters on board a sailing ship.
They are generously proportioned with large bathroom,
telephone and desk, flat-screen TV and abound with
maritime flair. The rooms can accommodate from one
to six people.

“cOMFORT” Rooms
The “Comfort” rooms have a balcony or terrace in

Themed suites

addition. They can also accommodate up to six

Our themed suites will take you on a trip around the

guests.

world. The bedroom with double bed and living room
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area with a bunk bed offer space for the entire family

“DELUXE” Rooms

and are designed down to the smallest detail in Asian,

All “Deluxe” rooms have a separate children’s area

African, Indian, Latin American or Oriental style. You

with seaworthy bunk bed. The iHome radio alarm and

can sleep in snug box-spring beds and there are two

docking station for iPhone will ensure that you don’t

flat-screen TVs and a mini-bar.

sleep in and miss any of the adventure.
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HEALTHY & beautiful
In a welcoming atmosphere!
You prefer to play sport and your partner prefers wellness? No problem, you have the choice,
the Fitness & Spa New England at the hotel “Bell Rock” offers both. You can pump iron or
do cardio exercises while your partner is enjoying a relaxing sauna and massage.
Or vice versa.

NEW ENGLAND
FITNESS & SPA
Welcomes sports enthusiasts and wellness
fans alike. It has the “Boston Red Sox”
Fitness-Club, “Manchester Spinning Club”
and “Newport Dance Factory” as well as
saunas, steam bath and a huge massage,
beauty and wellness range which is open
to all Europa-Park Hotel guests.
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An American dream

Fit for
new worlds
Gym, Zumba and thalasso therapy
The long, exciting and sometimes stormy voyage across the Atlantic
on the Mayflower must have been quite an ordeal for the Pilgrim Fathers.
Those who arrived healthy and fit in the New World, the coast of
North America, will have realised just how fortunate they were.

POOL, SAUNA
AND WELLNESS
Indoors or outdoors?
The “Bell Rock” pool
area has both – heated,
of course. There are
also relaxing saunas
and wellness treatments
to indulge in.
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In our hotel world we also take care of your health and fitness in
our modern Fitness & Spa New England. You can do weight training
and cardio exercises in the 400-m2 gym on the TechnoGym equipment
or vibrating PowerPlates. Our fitness coach will be glad to show you
how to exercise correctly and healthily. Those who prefer dance and
aerobics can attend our Zumba course. Joggers and Nordic walkers
should also bring the right shoes with them; sticks are available on
loan – discover the beauty of the Rheinau.
Once you have spent your excess energy, you can take a well-earned
rest in the Finnish sauna, steam bath or bio-sauna with separate women’s
area. Or jump from the “Mayflower” into the pool. There are also massages,
sea salt exfoliating algae packs. Invigorated and pampered in this way,
you’ll be ready for even the greatest challenge that the New World has
to offer!
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ATLANTIC TASTE

NEW ENGLAND
DELICACIES
Lobster, clam chowder and cranberries

BAR “SPIRIT OF ST. LOUIS”:
Sailors’ yarns and delicious
cocktails galore are
available every evening
at the “Spirit of St. Louis”,
to the accompaniment
of live piano music.
SERVICE RESTAURANT
“CAPTAIN’S FINEST”:
The à la carte restaurant
serves amongst other
delicacies juicy steaks
and lobster.
BUFFET RESTAURANT
“HARBORSIDE”:
Colonial front cooking
means that you can have
meat, fish or vegetables prepared
to your individual taste.
FINE DINING RESTAURANT
“AMMOLITE”:
A very special fine dining
experience awaits you
on the ground floor
of the lighthouse.
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The six New England states have a shared culinary heritage.
The first Puritan settlers brought not only their culture but also
their food and drinks to the coast of North America.
Five of the six New England states have direct access
to the Atlantic. It is therefore hardly surprising that fish
like cod or salmon, along with seafood, are staple
ingredients of New England cuisine. Above all, however,
lobster is available in an abundance and size rarely
encountered elsewhere. Clam chowder, a thick shellfish
soup, is also popular.
The interior is dominated by hilly landscapes
and rustic farms, producing specialities like
maple syrup, cranberries and fermented
apple cider.
You can satisfy both
hunger and thirst at
the colonial front cooking
restaurant “Harborside”,
or else at the à la carte
restaurant “Captain’s
Finest” or the fine
dining restaurant
“Ammolite” in the
lighthouse.
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